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Help: Advice 
needed!

TIP: using context

Exam focus: 
rewriting sentences 
in your own words

check in, check out, 
ill up, get around, 
run into, stay out

tense review: 
present and 
imperative; present 
perfect simple and 
continuous; past; 
used to, would; future

travel and 
transport

A podcast about the 
future of transport

Idioms: to come thick 
and fast, to step up a 
gear, to hit speeds of, 
before you know it 
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The  
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The hidden 
cost of meat

TIP: reading 
carefully

Exam focus: true 
and false questions

cut down, get across, 
go for, heat up, put 
forward, weigh up
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ability / possibility /  
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prohibition / 
obligation / 
advice / necessity; 
deductions about 
the past and present; 
modal perfects

the environment An interview about the 
next global crisis
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thin ice, to face the 
facts, to get the picture, 
to bear in mind
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page 33

Future food

TIP: thinking 
about synonyms

Exam focus:  
inding synonyms 

cut back on,  
eat up, give up, 
keep up with,  
turn down, work on 

conditionals review: 
zero, irst, second 
and third; mixed 
conditionals; unless, 
as long as, provided /  
providing, in case, 
supposing, even 
if, otherwise; 
wish, if only 

health An interview about 
the appeal of the 
Mediterranean diet 

Idioms: to be someone’s 
cup of tea, to bite off 
more than you can chew, 
to stuff yourself, to have 
food for thought 
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Literature
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What’s your story?

TIP: answering 
open questions

Exam focus: 
answering open 
questions

give in, go on,  
make up, meet up, 
stand up, turn up,
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statements, 
questions, verb  
+ -ing, verb + to 
+ ininitive, verb + 
object + ininitive, 
verb + that;  
question tags; 
emphatic questions; 
embedded questions

stories and 
literature

A discussion about 
a literary extract

Idioms: to put in one’s two 
cents, to see eye to eye, 
to say one’s piece, to be 
on the same wavelength 
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Work and  
Business

page 61

A job for the future

TIP: looking for 
synonyms

Exam focus: 
multiple-choice 
questions

call for, get at,  
log on,  pick up, 
take on, take over

relative clauses; verbs 
with prepositions

work and business An internship interview

Idioms: to have your 
nose in a book, to pass 
with lying colours, to 
think outside the box, 
to give it your all 
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page 75

Immersed in 
horror!

TIP: thinking 
about antonyms

Exam focus: 
antonyms

break out,  
bring along,  
come down with, 
come on, go out, 
sign up for, tell off

passive forms; verbs 
with two objects; 
causative passive; 
impersonal passive

entertainment Opinions of an unusual 
art performance

Idioms: to be bored to 
tears, to have something 
on your mind, to be 
on tenterhooks, to 
bare your soul 
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ways of travelling:  
at the airport; directions; 
public transport

full and reduced vowels complaining

   Worst holiday 

an informal 
email

problem solving

Project: an 
advice podcast

   How do 
millennials 
travel?  

word roots word stress;  
nouns and verbs

 having a discussion

 
  Reducing 
your carbon 
footprint

an opinion essay wise use of resources

Project: a 
campaign video

   Recycling to curb 
climate change

quantities and capacity the letters ea; 
pronunciation of of

 making 
suggestions

 
 
Healthy diet

a proposal stress management

Project: an 
infographic of tips 
for exam situations

   Food trends

time adverbs and 
expressions

-tion  telling an anecdote

 
 
Coincidences

retelling a 
narrative

creative thinking

Project: a creative 
group presentation

   New stories, 
new formats

preixes /iː/, /ɪ/ and /e/ regretting and 
wishing

 
 
Regrets

a letter of 
application

interview skills

Project: a CV

   Professions 
with a future

comparatives 
and superlatives; 
compound adjectives

than and as  inviting and 
responding to 
invitations
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a critical review communication skills
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   The cultural 
identity of cities
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